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Everlasting Elegance
8 A PIECE OF OLD PARIS

Stepping inside this Massachusetts
home decorated with antiques 
of a French-inspired style will make
you feel as though you’ve traveled
to a bygone era. 

22 RECOVERED RELICS 
OF THE PAST  
the museum-quality spaces inside
the boston apartment of an interior
designer showcase traditional
touches and impressive objects
for refined eclecticism.

30 THE WHITE HOUSE
though you’d expect the home 
of an antiques dealer to be full 
of eclectic flea market finds, 
the rustic touches at every turn 
will surprise and inspire you.
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112 RUSTIC AND REFINED
An interior designer and her
architect husband welcome you
inside their home, Patina Farm—
with a color palette inspired 
by the surrounding landscape
and an aged feel evoked 
by antiques. 

120 MISMATCHED
MENAGERIE 
Learn the secrets from experts
for curating your own well-
edited, collected gallery wall 
so you can display your 
beloved finds in an artfully
arranged manner.

128 SOURCES

130 SERVES YOU RIGHT 
Get inspired to decorate 
with transferware, and let its
pretty patterns not only grace
your tabletops but adorn your
home’s cabinets and shelving, too.

In Living Color  
42 OLD WORLD 

SOPHISTICATION
the embodiment of a curated
and collected interior, the home
of a designer and antiques dealer
is filled with bright colors and
vibrant flea market treasures 
to excite the senses.

58 KALEIDOSCOPE 
OF COLOR
Formal enough to host elegant
parties yet quaint and cozy
enough to be family-friendly, 
a home in New orleans is 
as pretty as it is practical. 

66 A CASE OF THE BLUES
A collector turned antiques
dealer paints her home in 
the vibrant hue of French blue—
and uses vintage finds to pay
homage to her love of the past.

Natural Inclinations
80 BLOOM WHERE YOU

ARE PLANTED
using a love of nature to fuel 
a brightly colored palette, 
a homeowner decorates her
spaces to evoke the beauty 
of a garden.

92 FEATHER YOUR NEST
In the home known as the red
Farm, botanical prints, earthy
finds and colors inspired by 
the garden infuse the spaces
with natural beauty.

Knickknacks 
5 EDITOR’S LETTER

104 REFRESHING AS A 
MINT JULEP
Step inside an interior designer’s
second home in mississippi,
where he escapes the busy
workweeks for some much-
needed relaxation in this 
elegant retreat.
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TO SOME, DECORATING WITH ANTIQUES conjures up thoughts about
Grandma’s hand-me-down furniture that has been collecting dust in the attic for
way too long. For others, displaying antiques is a way to pay respect to the past by
giving irreplaceable flea market finds a new lease on life, reviving them in
inventive and exciting ways. No matter which type of  collector you are, this issue
of  Vintage Beautiful is for you. 

We aim to inspire you to dust off  your antique treasures and find new homes for
the pieces you love, whether that means rearranging your décor to give it a fresh
look or scouring flea markets and antiques stores to find a few more objects to
round out your collections. The spaces you’re about to see are as curated as a
display—showcasing finds of  various eras and styles that appeal to both the avid
collector and novice thrift shopper alike. 

Just like a special, one-of-a-kind heirloom, these homes are as unique as their
owners. Take a tour of  spaces styled by interior designers, expert collectors and
antiques dealers (and even some homeowners who have just a few key vintage
elements on display) to draw inspiration to start crafting the home of  your dreams.
From eclectic and colorful to pared down and elegant to over-the-top and
dripping with antiques, there’s a style here that will appeal to you. 

Take a cue from these hodgepodge havens and have fun curating your displays
with collections that can be handed down from one generation to the next.  
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Antiques collected over the span of decades look right at
home in these spaces that exemplify Old World elegance.

Well-edited and supremely styled, get whisked away to the past by

stepping inside the homes of  an interior designer and antiques dealer

who prove that with patience and an eye for color, you can achieve

unparalleled sophistication. Brimming with character, vintage treasures

accent these rooms in the best way possible.  

EVERLASTING
ELEGANCE
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A Piece of 
Old ParisOld Paris

A home in Massachusetts is
a slice of 1800s French
paradise, transporting those
within to a bygone age. 
Written by KARen WiLheLMSen Ph
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Très Chic
The living room’s
neoclassical feel is in
part due to the crown
molding. “Part of [the
idea] was to give the
home character, so it
wouldn’t look like all
of it was [remodeled]
at once,” says interior
designer John Kelsey.
Though the home isn’t
a literal interpretation
of French style, there
are still classic
elements, like the
17th-century Louis XVI
sconces. “We tried 
to use visual cues and
references to a style.”

VB-1674-HT1-WilsonKelsey  4/19/16  8:45 PM  Page 9
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Full Circle 
“In French foyers, you’ve got to
have black-and-white checked
floors—so we made sure to put
them in,” John says. “[For
continuity], we approached it
architecturally, so each room
related to another somehow.
For example, the foyer, with a
French-Continental theme, is a
thread throughout the house.”
the crown molding here is
typical of old Parisian
apartments, and using this
particular style of trim gives the
home character and cohesion. 

“Mix sparingly and deliberately.
Don’t try to do too much.”
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estled in the Prides Crossing Historic 
District in Massachusetts is a home that 
reflects the bold sensibility of  its owners. 
However, it looked drastically different in
2004. For husband-and-wife interior-design
duo John Kelsey and Sally Wilson of  Wilson
Kelsey Design, the project, one of  three condos
built in the ’80s out of  a converted barn,
posed many design challenges. 

“It looked like a cheap dentist’s office, right
down to commercial hardware: metal treads
and risers, half-inch steel balusters, no crown
molding and a vinyl base,” John says. Though
it was a blank canvas for the new design, 
it gave John and Sally little to work with. 

The homeowner brought John and Sally
images for inspiration. “Most of  them were
European influence,” John says. “This was 
really interesting because in New England
you’d expect to see homes with Colonial or
English influence because that’s our culture …
It was pretty exciting because we were able 
to do something we typically weren’t asked
to do in the Boston area—villa or 
Continental style.”

With a renovation taking several years,
done one room at a time while the family lived
in the house, the remodel had to logistically
make sense as well as look cohesive overall.
“[The homeowner] wanted each room to be
distinctly different, yet there needs to be 
continuity throughout the whole house,” John
says. John and Sally achieved a unifying effect
by masterfully mixing antiques, colors and
fabrics in a French aesthetic, such as in details
like the crown molding, black-and-white
checked floor in the foyer and light fixtures.

“We edit very carefully and rigorously,” he
says. “It all needs to have room to breathe,
and when you give that to each one of  your
pieces, you give each of  them the opportunity
to have a voice.”

SEE SoURCES, PAgE 128. 
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Glamour and Grandeur 
“She hardly brought a stick of furniture
with her,” John says of the homeowner;
but the long table in the dining room 
did come from her previous home. 
A dramatic, large antique crystal
chandelier hangs above it, and around
the table are black Minton Spidell chairs
found at auction for a good price,
refinished in coordinating fabrics.
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Natural in Neutrals
Initially the homeowners
wanted ample cabinet space,
but the addition of a butler’s
pantry allowed for a roomy
kitchen—equipped with 
a fireplace. In the corner, 
a custom-made plate rack
displays the homeowner’s
collection of bird-themed
plates. to continue the nature-
inspired theme, a wooden
carved fish on the mantel and
moss balls finish the look. 
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Animal Instincts 
behind the paneling in the library are the home’s hidden heating and plumbing controls.
“Even though [the rug has] a strong pattern, it ends up feeling quite neutral when you pair
it with the weight and strength of the paneling and wood trim,” John says. An antique
black-and-gold column lamp, wine table and Chinese horse sculpture tie the look together. 

“Be careful what you choose
and where it’s placed for a piece
to be effective visually and for the
room to feel comfortable.”
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Unearthing the Past
During demolition, part of the
home’s original brick wall from
the old barn was uncovered.
“the brick added to the
informality and the casualness 
of the space,” John says. though
the homeowner initially wanted
cabinetry lining four walls,
eliminating some of the built-ins
and adding a butler’s pantry with
a rod-iron door posed a better
solution—which even allowed
room for a fireplace. 
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Informality at Its Finest
“the home really needed a place where
you felt like, ‘here, I can loosen my tie

and maybe even take my shoes off,” John
says of the informal dining area. 

An antique tole tray and Majolica plates
line the wall above the build-in

banquette. An antique verdigris
chandelier and vintage hull and Roseville
pottery in the built-ins’ exposed shelves

complete the look. 

Kitchen Keepsakes
Sally found several antiques that decorate the farmhouse-style
kitchen: a French copper samovar and lavabo, an 1800s English
copper ship’s kettle, vintage rooster paintings, a copper lobster
mold, cast-iron garden pots and German copper flagon. the color
combination of copper, rich green painted cabinets and the red
bricks all evoke the elegance of the past.

“It all needs to
have room to
breathe, and
when you give that
to each one of
your pieces, you
give each of  them
the opportunity to
have a voice.”
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“Some aspect, whether style
or major piece, has to be the
conductor—and the other pieces
in the room become the parts of
the symphony that support and
enhance the performance.”
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Rosy in Red 
John and Sally designed the guest bedrooms 
from scratch. “The challenge for us since we
weren’t developing the entire project all at once
was that when we started on the second or third
room, we had to visualize where we thought this
is going to end up three years down the road.”
Keeping with the neutral color scheme while
adding bold touches of red, the room is distinctive
yet cohesive with the rest of the house. 
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The Petite Versailles  
“That’s the petite Versailles,” 

John says of the master
bathroom, which needed be to

completely gutted during the
renovation. Decorative onlays,

columns and a neutral color
palette further emphasize the

room’s French influence. 
“The other component that helps
it all tie together architecturally 

is the lighting.”
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Dazzling Dining
Interior designer Frank Hodge’s impressive dining room is
marked by traditional motifs and neoclassical details. The
showstopper is the large, arched mirror. Haling from 19th
century France, the mirror shows a slight patina, which
Frank says “gracefully shows its age.” The chandelier is 
a copy of a Russian Empire fixture, and the dining table is
American Empire, bringing several historical periods together.

VB-1674-HT2-FrankHodge.CX  4/27/16  12:03 PM  Page 22
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Recovered 

Relics
of the

traditional touches and impressive objects come together in an
interior designer’s museum-worthy Boston apartment.

here are some spaces that integrate a few flea
market finds—a photograph here, a piece 
of  furniture there—and then there are others
that have been dedicated to the art of  vintage, 
resembling a small museum filled with notable
artifacts. The latter is true of  designer Frank
Hodge’s apartment. As the proprietor of  F.D.
Hodge Interiors, Frank has been scouring flea
markets and antique stores for treasures since he
was a child, a skill he picked up from family
members who worked as antique dealers. 

The apartment is housed in a classic East
Coast brownstone, which at one time was 
a rooming house. To achieve the perfect balance
of  classicism and modern comforts, Frank knew
he needed to make some tweaks. 

T

PAST

Written by SheLBy DeerIng
Photographed by MIChAeL J. Lee PhOtOgrAPhy

Opulent Objects
A vignette on the bedroom mantle showcases dramatic
objects, including an early 19th century French bronze

clock of Cupid and Psyche. “I purchased it many years ago
from one of my favorite antique sources, One of a Kind

Antiques in Old Saybrook, Connecticut.” A suite of Picasso
engravings from the “Lost Body” series hangs above the
mantel. “Frame your pieces of art cohesively. It brings a

sense of unity to your collection,” Frank says.

VB-1674-HT2-FrankHodge  4/19/16  9:14 PM  Page 23
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“Patience is a
very important

thing when 
designing a room.”

VB-1674-HT2-FrankHodge  4/19/16  9:14 PM  Page 24



Classically 
Comfortable
The living room is a perfect
combination of cozy and
antique-chic, featuring 
a custom Knole sofa, 
a design that first appeared
in the 17th century.
Bookcases with artfully
arranged titles flank the sofa
and offer extra storage. 
The map over the sofa is 
of Kent, the famous county
in southeast England.

VB-1674-HT2-FrankHodge  4/19/16  9:15 PM  Page 25
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“Frame your pieces of art cohesively. 
It brings a sense of  unity to your collection.”

VB-1674-HT2-FrankHodge  4/19/16  9:15 PM  Page 26
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He says, “My apartment consisted 
of  three individual rooms, all separate
from one another. I took one wall down
and added columns and crown molding
to the entry of  the dining room. The
apartment also needed a new kitchen
and bath. I found the glass-front cabinet
doors, which were from an old pantry,
at a salvage company and had the kitchen
built around those. I took my time 
with the renovations that took a good
part of  two years or so.”

Frank, who shares the apartment
with his partner, Michael, and a cat
named Houdini, describes his taste as
“refined eclectic.” He says, “I am very
much a traditionalist. I am drawn 
to objects that have great lines, patina
and personality. These pieces can be
from any period of  design, from Classical
Roman to modern crafts of  today.”

It seems like the pieces displayed 
in the apartment were meant to be
there, as if  they were simply waiting 
to be placed in this ideal location. Frank
is on a continuous quest for these objets
d’art, saying, “Patience is a very important
thing when designing a room. It takes
time to find the perfect piece of  furniture,
mirror or object.”

Modern in the Mix
With glass-front cabinet doors found 
at a local salvage store, the kitchen

communicates a sense of timelessness
while offering modern conveniences,

like a stainless steel stove. 
Frank notes that the step-back spice 

chest was a gift from his mother. 
“We bought it at an estate sale when I

was a youngster,” he says.

Refined Eclecticism 
The beautifully molded fireplace is 
an ideal place to spotlight a mix 
of pottery, decorative pieces and 
a highly sculptural Biedermeier clock.
The chairs belonged to Michael’s
grandparents and were reupholstered
and modified to give them cleaner
lines. The small side table is from the
1960s and features a melamine top.
“It’s not only beautiful but incredibly
practical,” Frank says.

VB-1674-HT2-FrankHodge  4/19/16  9:15 PM  Page 27
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Traditional Touches
The Rosewood server is one of Frank’s favorite
pieces. “Its lines are classic and strong,” he says.
The sculpture of Apollo is a “Grand Tour” piece, 
a tradition that began in the 16th century, in which
famous antiquities traveled around Europe,
exposing people to art and history. The ornate chair
is 18th century Italian, “a great find at a local
antiques fair,” Frank says. 

VB-1674-HT2-FrankHodge  4/19/16  9:15 PM  Page 28



Luxe Living
Clean and classic, the bedroom
features a custom headboard
covered in moss-green velvet,
which complements the billowy
taffeta curtain panels. The bedside
tables are Frank’s design and add
modern touches to the room. 

VB-1674-HT2-FrankHodge  4/19/16  9:15 PM  Page 29



The 
White House

Written and styled by 
LindA vAn der HAm/Lindividu.com
Produced by cocofeAtures.com
Photographed by 
Anneke GAmbon/AnnekeGAmbon.nL

An elegant abode
showcases antiques,
a crisp palette and
rustic finishes.
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Rustically Refined 
Homeowner Sigrid Kusirek’s living room

features an eye-catching gallery wall
that takes center stage, comprised 

of various mirrors hung above the sofa.
A collector of antique textiles, Sigrid

also makes cushions from upcycled lace
and fabric, which beautifully juxtaposes

rustic textures seen on pieces like 
the antique leather children’s shoes,

mannequin and vintage hatboxes. 

VB-1674-HT3-VintageRomance  4/19/16  9:22 PM  Page 31
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It all started seven years ago when 
antiques dealer Sigrid Kusirek fell in love
with vintage style and started collecting. 

“My style and taste has been, for a long
time, a combination of  shabby, old and
white stuff. I love [flea markets] and can’t
stop collecting,” she says. “For my shop and
home, I go hunting every Sunday.” 

Sigrid’s home exudes a cozy, fresh and
friendly atmosphere. She collects salt and
pepper shakers—and has more than 70
pieces. Antique textiles, porcelain bread-
boxes and mannequins are also on her list
of  what to look for at vintage markets.

“I never feel that I have enough. It is my
passion to collect and make decorations
with my brocante finds. I can only buy
what touches me and what I find beautiful,”
Sigrid says.

But despite her growing collections, her
spaces maintain a well-edited feel because
they are set against a blank canvas. “If  you
make combinations of  collections in your
home and choose one color, like white,
then it will never look too [cluttered]. I style
combinations of  objects I like, but I also
like to make things myself.” 

Sigrid works out of  her home, handcrafting
pieces to have a vintage feel. “To create new
things with old items is what I love to do.
In my shop I sell brocante and also hand-
made items … As soon as it becomes
warmer outside from April until sunny days
in November, I love to work in our garden;
it’s my favorite space. We have breakfast,
lunch and dinner there, and I love to stay
there on long summer evenings.”

See SOurceS, page 128. 

Do the White Thing 
On the opposite side of the living room, a long, wooden white-
painted shelf displays Sigrid’s stunning collection of early 
through midcentury silver and mercury-glass candlestick holders.
The modern coffee table dressed with linen holds a wooden tray
corralling vintage keepsakes: glass decanters, sheet music and
antique books. From the crystal chandelier to white-painted wood
floors, the room exudes a dreamy quality. 

VB-1674-HT3-VintageRomance  4/19/16  9:22 PM  Page 32



All that Glitters
“I always choose white,” Sigrid says 
of her favorite color scheme. Small
accents in various colors bring the

room to life. On top of the cupboard,
silver platters and antique meat domes

add a hint of sparkle, while pale-pink
pleated lampshades on a gold crystal

chandelier illuminate the space.
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Ruffles and Lace 
The key to keeping a neutral
color palette visually interesting
is a playful combination of
textures. In this cozy corner 
of the living room, Sigrid
incorporated a woven rug, ruffled
linen and lace into the décor. 
As part of her signature style,
she adds white collars to various
pieces like her mannequins and
antique dolls, making the look
thoroughly cohesive. 
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Stylish Storage
Though the kitchen is compact,
several storage solutions make 
the room feel more spacious. In this
corner, tall cabinets provide ample
room for all of Sigrid’s plateware and
porcelain, while the top even allows
for a display of cookie jars and
enamelware. Below, a set of nine
numbered drawers house pots and
pans—with some labeled with 
the names of spices in German 
for a country feel.   

VB-1674-HT3-VintageRomance  4/19/16  9:22 PM  Page 35
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A Serene Space 
The bedroom showcases a fresh coat of pale

pink on one wall, which also ties into the linen
curtains and ruffled pillow. Inspired by Sigrid’s
collection of ballet slippers, which she displays
on a white-painted vanity, the room is dreamy.
Keeping with the home’s whimsical feel, Sigrid
opted for two chairs to flank the iron bedframe

rather than traditional nightstands.

It’s All in the Details
It’s the little things that make a house 
a home. Sigrid creates romantic vignettes
throughout each space, such as this wall
display in her bedroom. To mimic 
the delicate feeling of the space, antique
communion dresses and an old umbrella
with lace are displayed alongside an old
black-and-white photo and beaded purses.
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“If  you make combinations of  collections in your
home and choose one color, like white, then
it will never look too [cluttered].”
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Child’s Play
In the spare bedroom, a children’s theme reigns—
as evidenced by an antique teddy bear on the bed
(which Sigrid made a tulle tutu for), children’s shoes
and a chalkboard hanging from hooks and one 
of Sigrid’s 13 dolls propped on top of an old trunk.
Various grain sacks with typography bring 
an industrial and French feel to the room. 

“To create new things with old 
items is what I love to do.”
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Function and Finds
To bring personality to the master
bathroom, Sigrid used distressed
beadboard on the walls to tie into
the flooring. She then upcycled

vintage drawer pulls into a towel
rack and labeled them “me and
you.” A copper faucet and gold

scones add hints of glamour, while
vintage finds like an apothecary
bottle holding mouthwash and 

a vintage soap dish are
simultaneously practical and pretty.
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Discover the homes of interior designers and
passionate collectors who use each room’s bold colors
and daring designs to enhance the ambience for their

antiques and vintage finds. Showcasing curated style as

unique as the homeowners that dwell within them, these spaces

dazzle and delight the senses. With vibrant hues that will inspire you

like a work of  art, these homes dare to be different. 

IN LIVING
COLOR
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Old World 
Sophistication

Interior designer and
antiques dealer Todd
Richesin’s home
epitomizes the chic,
collected interior.
Written by KaThleen BIRmIngham
Photographed by Ben FInch
Styled by Todd RIcheSIn and BoBBy BRoWn
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Make an Entrance
When homeowners Todd

Richesin and Bobby Brown
were looking for a house, they
wanted to find a place for their
large Dutch painting, acquired

from a decommissioned church
in Holland. This home’s foyer

provided the perfect spot. 
On both sides of the painting

are three-dimensional
woodcarvings from a Spanish

church, and on top of the
chest sits an Italian statue 

of an apostle that once 
graced an altar. 
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A Welcoming
Home 
In the entrance, the color
scheme gives visitors 
an introduction for what’s
to come in the rest of the
house. The Jacobean chairs
were reupholstered in
Bergamo velvet, from 
a fabric house that had
been in business since the
17th century. “Sadly, most
of those little mills that
created specialized fabrics
are no longer in business,”
Todd says.
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Homeowners Todd Richesin and Bobby Brown knew they had their
work cut out for them when they decided to look for the ideal space
to house their collection of  18th and 19th-century antiques. 

“We used to live in a condo fabricated out of  an 1800s building,
complete with 18-foot ceilings, original wood flooring and handmade
bricks that exuded elegance of  a bygone era,” interior designer Todd
Richesin of  Todd Richesin Interiors says. “But after trying to host
holiday parties for over 100 people, we knew we needed a bigger
place. We needed a home that could house our combined collection
of  antiques and artwork, which we collected together over the years.”

Putting 
Family First

Before moving in, Todd and
Bobby commissioned local

Knoxville artist Robin Surber
to paint three family crests

for them to reflect Todd,
Bobby and their cats,

inspired by the Italian crest
in the kitchen. Luigi

Bevilacqua tiger-print silk
pillows bring color to the

room, along with the 19th-
century French chair to the

left and English Georgian
gilded chair to the right.
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Where Antiques Abound 
What was intended as a cozy TV room

became a warm den. Todd added 
stucco to the walls, giving the room an

aged patina and charm. The décor is 
a combination of styles—from Italian 

to French to English—and eras. Intricate
details grace everything from the toile de
Jouy drapery and the antique Oushak rug

to the 18th-century Barley Twist chair
lion carvings on its arms. 
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While most people buy a home and
then decorate it, Todd and Bobby
started in the opposite fashion because
they already knew what furnishings
they wanted to put on display. However,
the home wasn’t move-in ready when
they purchased it. The rooms had no
details like moldings, overhead lights
or fireplace mantels; it was bare bones.
So, Todd and Bobby did a remodel,
adding sophisticated touches like 
the marble mantel in the den (which
he and Bobby found in Paris)—which
was the final step before their new
French-inspired home became known
as Casa Real. 

“Working together, we had fun 
decorating our new home,” Todd says.
“Any project is better with two minds
going at it. Our look was much richer,
more varied and more playful because
we combined both our interests.” 

Todd and Bobby’s harmonious 
collaboration even spurred the idea 
to set up shop together, so they opened
Bobby Todd Antiques in Sweetwater,
Tennessee. “People who visited asked
us to figure out how to bottle our 
decorating style and sell it. That resulted
in my interior design business and our
two antiques shops.” 

“A collected interior
is exactly that,

where your 
furnishings and 

artwork are 
collected based on

your travels,
your interests

and how you see
the world.”
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Inspirational Art
Over the fireplace in the sitting room sit
the four portraits of the Plantagenets, 
a French family that assumed control 
of the English throne in 1133. Flanking 
the fireplace are paintings of four apostles
that Todd and Bobby purchased at a flea
market in Italy. A bronze sculpture 
of a mother and child rests on the coffee
table. The idea behind the room was 
to showcase different colors than those
featured in the rest of the house. 
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“Our house is not static 
to one era or continent. 
We decorated over four
centuries and across all
continents. We love to travel
and our house reflects that.
There is a memory associated
with everything we have.”
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Right at Home 
An English yew-wood table surrounded by black chinoiserie Queen
Anne chairs and an old tole painted chandelier give this informal
dining area Old World elegance. “When you aren’t sure if
something works, take a picture of it and see what the photo
shows. You get used to looking at your home looking the way it
does. A picture helps you see how others might see it,” Todd says. 

Patterned to Perfection
The formal dining room features a Portuguese table and Italian-replica chairs
from Alfonso Marina. “This room is a full combination of Bobby and me,” Todd
says. “We bought the Biedermeier chest together and the Russian crystal
candlesticks are totally me, while Bobby loves the colorful Fortuny drapes.” 
A collected look comes together with an antique Oushak rug, embossed velvet
wallcovering and gold sconces that once belonged to Todd’s grandmother. 
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Farmhouse Style 
The kitchen island shows off 
the same blue as the sofa 
in the living room. “The idea is 
to have you take a step back and
say, ‘That looks like it belongs 
in the same house,’” Todd says.
“You’re really asking a homeowner
to tell you what their house says
throughout.” The 18th-century
Venetian glass canisters came
from Venice, and over the stove
rests an antique crest.
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Masterful Relaxation
Todd and Bobby’s home is often a testing
ground for ideas. “I made something
wonderful, that we really enjoy,” Todd says
of his headboard, made by cutting down
and reupholstering a vintage headboard. 
“I always ask myself, ‘How do we work
these things from our travels into our lives
here?’ I love to go into my bedroom, it’s so
soothing and restful, a well-edited
collection of things that we love.” 

“A house should be decorated in a
way that reflects the interests of

those who live there. I want my
house to reflect the places

I’ve been and the things that
make me happy.”
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Plaid and Simple
Because Bobby loves tartan plaid, 
this bedroom houses his collection,
complete with tartan-covered books
from Scotland, souvenirs from 
the Scottish Highlands and a beautiful
18th-century oak chest covered 
in tartan fabric from over 100 years
ago. An iron bed, a sewing and gaming
table used as a bedside table, 
a gallery of roe deer antlers and straw
boater hats finishes off the look.

Sweet Dreams
Todd insists that a good bed is a must-have.

Even though the bed in the guest bedroom isn’t
an antique, Todd furnished the space 

with other vintage finds for a timeless feel, 
like a French nightstand topped with Fortuny

lamps. “When buying furniture, you should
consider whether it is something your kids might
fight over. If not, you probably don’t want it,” he says.
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French Connection 
Todd and Bobby wanted 
the master bathroom, 
an extension of the master
closet, to feel like a men’s club,
complete with rich mahogany
cabinets. “We live in a French
house, so the black-and-white
antique checkerboard floor and
French Empire chandelier made
sense. The French chest makes
the room feel authentic to 
a French house,” Todd says. 
A Delft lamp and the French
Impressionist painting tie into
the room’s warm palette.
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Elegant for entertaining
yet comfortable enough
for everyday family
living, a bright New
Orleans home embodies
form and function. 
Written by KathlEEN BirmiNgham
Photographed by huNtEr hOldEr

Kaleidoscope
of Color
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Influenced by France
Because New Orleans is a popular film
location, many homes display items from
movie sets, as is the case with the two large
brown leather chairs from the movie
Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter. A basket
corralling toys and vintage floor pillows
makes the space kid friendly. The chair
pillows are made from fabric purchased 
in Amsterdam—a reproduction of a 1920s
pattern originally from France. 
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Bright Idea
“We made sure it was livable and not
crowded or dark or old-fashioned,” 
Katie and Jensen say of the home. 
Using the residents’ collection of colorful
mismatched antique plates, they hung
them on the wall to create a gallery that
reflects the bright colors used throughout
the home. A comfy banquette provides
additional seating for informal dining.  

Meet in the Middle 
Working with clients with two very different
design preferences can be a challenge. 
“His tastes were more spare and modern,
while hers were more ornate and 
a reflection of the French architectural
details of the home,” designers Katie Logan
Leblanc and Jensen Killen say. To help both
residents feel at home, they created 
a welcoming but uncluttered entryway
featuring a needlepoint chair and an
antique rosewood table topped with a large
vintage pickle jar repurposed as a vase.  

aton Rouge natives and long-time
friends Katie Logan Leblanc and
Jensen Killen—the design duo known
as Logan Killen Interiors—worked
their magic on this Audubon Park
home in New Orleans, Louisiana. 

Soon after taking on the project,
Katie and Jensen found that the residents
had differing ideas on what they
wanted for the design: one resident
wanted a more modern, clean aesthetic,
while the other wanted the décor 
to reflect the space’s ornate French 
architecture. To add to the challenge,
the home was a rental, so no structural
changes could be made, and
the young couple with children
wanted the space to be family friendly
yet elegant. 

B
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Sit and Stay a While 
The family spends much of their time 
in the family room, where a gray
sectional defines the space. The dark
wood built-ins, which were installed 
in three pieces and can be moved
when the couple relocates, ground the
look for a slightly masculine feel.
Pulling together all the colors of the
space, Katie and Jensen found the
perfect needlepoint rug and
needlepoint chair for floral flair. 
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Cozy Chic 
“The dog, Diego, believes the ottoman
is his throne,” Katie and Jensen say.
The custom-built velvet ottoman takes
center stage in the room. The shades
were inspired by Arnaud’s Restaurant
in New Orleans and tie into to the rest
of the home because they have yellow
stripes that mimic the color of the silk
draperies in the other rooms.

“We strive to always be authentic to the place,
our clients and materials used, creating rooms that
feel approachable and easy.”
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Out of the
Woods
In this reading nook,
a slice of Louisiana
cypress makes 
for an interesting
tabletop, which holds
a woven tray and
1920s sailboat model.
The topiary brings 
a touch of green 
into the space where
ornate detailing 
of the fireplace
creates an elegant
backdrop. A vintage
oil painting rests 
on the mantle in front
of a gold-rimmed
mirror, which 
the residents owned
before the redesign.
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Good Morning, Sunshine
Because the dining table was moved into the dining room, Katie
and Jensen found a smaller round table for informal dining, 
which is surrounded by vintage, woven French bistro chairs. 
By the window is a large art Deco cabinet with storage on both
sides, which simultaneously grounds the space and ties 
into the dark wood of the built-ins from the family room. 

Taking inspiration from the wall color and the drapes, which
set the tone for the entire project, Katie and Jensen got to work.
“The existing color on the wall was a light dusty purple that just
called for the yellow silk drapes,” they say. 

By incorporating a number of  pieces the couple already
owned with a few new ones, Katie and Jensen layered color, tex-
ture and functional décor to craft welcoming spaces. “We moved
a few pieces around, added some built-ins and then incorporated
color with the area rug and draperies.”

Situated near a park, the home required no additional window
treatments, allowing the greenery outside to peek through. 
“We then added the topiary, and the needlepoint has green 
in it as well, making it feel very fresh.” 

Katie and Jensen turned an awkward open floor plan into several
distinctive but livable spaces that work for playing with the kids
and dog during the day and entertaining at night.

See SourceS, page 128. 

“We made
sure it was
livable and
not crowded 
or dark or 
old-fashioned.”
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Mellow in Yellow
Because the residents love 
to entertain, Katie and Jensen
pulled the dining table 
out of the cramped kitchen,
creating both a formal dining 
area and a place to serve hors
d’oeuvres or drinks for guests.
With a table topped with circa-1920
English porcelain and an antique
birdcage in the corner, 
the dining room is elegant 
yet playful with bold streaks 
of yellow throughout. 
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A Case 
of theBluesBlues
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A striking palette 
of French blue and

white breathes 
life into the home 

of a collector turned
antiques dealer. 

Written and styled by 
LIndA vAn der HAm/LIndIvIdu.com

Photographed by Anneke GAmBon
Produced by FeAtures & more

Vignettes at Every Turn 
In the living room, the sofa was covered in antique lace, while the painted shelf
above it holds vintage hatboxes and shoes. “I enjoy creating stylish little corners
everywhere. For example, I made a still life of two mannequins,” homewoner Birgit
Hagen says. By placing one on a table, the mismatched heights create harmony.
“Also, it is important to keep empty spaces between the decorations.” 
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Practice Makes Perfect
“I think my style is making [contrasting
things] look good together: blue with
white, a cowbell band with lace … I like
to experiment with decorating,” Birgit
says. “I also add a nonchalant touch.
Imperfection can be beautiful with old
things. I love the idea that every object
has history and a story to tell.” 
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omeowner Birgit Hagen does not mind
having the blues. In fact, it’s the color that
gives her home its signature look—not only
on the walls, but in the details of  her collections
of  vintage furniture, fabric and jewelry as well.

“It all started five years ago. My husband
and I followed a road sign with ‘market’
written on it. When we arrived, we saw 
an old farm with market stalls full of  vintage
and brocante furniture and decorations. 
I knew instinctively that this was my thing.
It felt like falling in love,” she says.

Birgit’s husband told her that she could
easily set up her own stall and sell the finds
stored in the attic. “I was a bit nervous 
at first and didn’t know if  my collections
were good enough … but after a few markets
I got compliments and I soon started to feel
at ease. Collecting and selling antiques is
now my lifestyle,” she says. 

Birgit decorates her vendor stall much
the same way she does her home. “I love
color, especially blue,” she says. “This is 
a French blue and a very bright color. 
By combining it with whites and wood, 
it becomes a beautiful combination. 
Repeating this color with the decorations
makes it all blend together.”

Despite having access to a lot of  antiques,
it took a while to collect the right objects
for the space. “Making combinations takes
time. One needs to observe, change and
think of  a way to make it look even better,”
Birgit says. “Because I move things around
a lot, I have learned how to decorate. 
I think that’s the secret of  making 
good combinations.”

H

“Imperfection can be
beautiful with old things. 

I love the idea that every object
has history and a story to tell.”
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Eyes on the Prized 
In a corner of the living room, 
an oval table holds prized
collections, such as Birgit’s pair
of antique blue leather wedding
shoes. To display them 
with pride, she housed them
underneath a glass cloche.
“When you place an object 
under a cloche, it instantly 
gives it a serene effect.”

Color Your World
By the fireplace in the living room
sits a cabinet housing Birgit’s doll
collection. On the mantel, a copper
light fixture holds dark blue ostrich
feathers and an antique urn holds
fresh flowers. Follow in Birgit’s
footsteps by using a vibrant paint
color on just a few walls, with white
on the ceiling, to prevent a space
from feeling too small. 

“When you 
place an object
under a cloche, 
it instantly
gives it a
serene effect.”
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Farmhouse Flair
In the kitchen, the color palette of white,
cream and black evokes a distinctly different
look than the rest of the home. Birgit
removed some cabinet shelves to make her
collection of antique tureens noticeable.
Created from a galvanized bucket, the light
fixture is a playful nod to farmhouse style. 
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Shelf Life 
“Mostly I work by placing the same
type of objects together, like boxes 
on shelves or white jugs,” Birgit says.
“These combinations have to be 
in balance and peaceful.” In the kitchen,
colorful vintage seltzer bottles and
whiteware jugs neatly aligned in a row
make a stunning appearance above 
a collection of pudding molds.

“Collecting and selling antiques is now my lifestyle.”
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A Big-Ticket Item
The statement piece in the dining
room is the circular architectural
salvage above the dining table. 
Birgit splurged on it, but it was worth
it because it is so impactful. “When I
go to a vintage market, I always look
for linen, cloches and mannequins;
linen because I really like embroidery.
Sometimes I save money to buy
something really special,” she says.

Gather ’Round 
To maximize a small space, make it
multipurpose. In the dining room, 
a cabinet also serves double-duty
as a desk with the addition of an
iron chair. Next to it is a grouping
of mannequins. “Making groups 
of the same objects like mannequins
or cloches is what I do … I love
mannequins because you can
decorate them in all kinds of ways,”
Birgit says.
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Romantic Retreat 
Birgit’s husband Henk was
easygoing about the decorations,
stating that as long as he had 
a decent bed to sleep on and 
a good chair to sit on, he’d be
content. Therefore, in the master
bedroom, a comfy bed, which
Birgit covered in lace, was key. 
A tulle canopy evokes a dreamy
quality fit for royalty. 
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Be My Guest
This spare bedroom houses several
of Birgit’s favorite finds: a mannequin,
vintage lace and white accents. 
To the left, a gold and pink 
18th-century fauteuil armchair 
holds an embroidered floral pillow,
next to pale pink and lace curtains
that tie the room together. 
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The homes you’re about to tour are proof that by

gathering inspiration from the outdoors like pretty

plucked flowers, you can create a look that’s as fresh

and bright as a garden itself. From chintz patterns to fearless

displays of  color, these homes embody the great indoors at their

finest. Let their soothing simplicity be a breath of  fresh air that

inspires you to decorate out of  respect for flora and fauna. 

NATURAL
INCLINATIONS
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A homeowner’s green thumb
enlivens her spaces with garden-
inspired, vibrant décor.
Written by VAnessA Berridge/gAP interiors
Photographed by CliVe niChols/gAP interiors

Bloom
Where
ArePlanted

YouWhere
ArePlanted

You
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Floral Infusion 
The pièce de résistance of this conservatory is a white-
painted large plate rack holding an impressive collection
of brightly colored English china. Like works of art, each
piece is unique and adds vibrant touches to the serene
space—lined with flecks of gold for a hint of glamour. 
On the settee below, two throw pillows feature a pattern
reminiscent of pressed leaves for a botanical feel.
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Boldly Beautiful 
In the living room, a shocking and unexpected bright yellow permeates the space
with a sunny glow. To prevent the room from feeling too dark, a bay window provides
ample natural light. To add contrast, an antique writing desk and cabinet, 
along with a set of vintage oil paintings above, flank the fireplace. 
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Butter Wakefield has pulled off  
a clever trick. An American-born garden
designer, she has created a rural idyll 
at her west London abode. After entering
her sophisticated home, complete with
brass chandeliers, you are suddenly 
immersed into a different world. 

Butter and her husband, Peter,
moved to this brick 1870s house 18
years ago. “The previous family hadn’t
touched it in quite a time, so we
started with the kitchen and slowly 
upgraded the house,” she says. They
installed a Mark Wilkinson kitchen,
but couldn’t afford hanging cupboards,
stowing everything away in double
drawers below the work surfaces. Instead,
they lined the walls with botanical
prints, thereby connecting the back 
of  the house to the garden. 

As their family grew—the Wakefields
now have four children—they increasingly
needed more space in their packed 
terrace house. Three years ago, they
renovated by building a conservatory,
which merges seamlessly with both the
kitchen and the garden. The conservatory
is furnished with floral fabrics, more
botanical prints and floral china. Two
shelves of  garden books are lined up
under the deep window seat which 
appears to be tucked in beneath the
magnolia tree outside. On summer
nights, the room is flooded with the
lemon scent of  the magnolia’s yellow
flowers. “This room plays a massive
role in our lives; I am not sure how we
survived without it,” Butter says.

Butter, who trained at the English
Gardening School, rose with enthusiasm
to the challenge of  the garden. “When
we came here, it was fantastically wild
and overgrown. I have been chipping
away at it for years and years,” she
says. “My tastes have definitely
evolved, so the garden has been 
a work in progress.”

Sky’s the Limit
Entering the Wakefield home, you’ll see a soothing palette of white and
sky blue. A Gustavian-style mirror is flanked by wood-carved deer
heads. A mix of vintage lamps, glass pendant lights and classic crown
molding make for a serene space. Hooks in the shape of dragonflys on
the side of the covered radiator organize the family’s collection of keys.
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The Great Indoors
Inspired by Butter’s love of gardening, this space evokes all the majestic
qualities of the great outdoors. The floral sofa is toppped with matching pillows
featuring birds and a fun pompom fringe. On her side tables, Butter’s collection
of vintage teacups furthers the nature theme. To tie the look together, a still-
life painting again infuses more flowers into the space.
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Reading Corner
The Wakefields renovated their home to provide
more space for their growing family and four
children. Though they added a conservatory,
they still needed to make the most of every
square foot. In the living room, built-in
bookcases organize a large collection of books.
A bright painting ties into the wall color, while
the mantel is filled with the fresh foliage that
Butter loves, like hyacinths and pinecones. 
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Checked and Balanced
A door in the kitchen leads to the garden,
making it seem as if you have walked out into
the seculded English countryside. The grass-
green and white checked dining table,
hand-painted by Butter’s mother in law, Felicity
Wakefield, adds to the illusion—and matches
the pattern of the linoleum tiles on the floor. 

Best Seat in the House 
As part of the home’s remodel, a conservatory was added
to emphasize the beauty of the garden. For continuity,
the kitchen and conservatory are linked by large black-
and-white linoleum tiles as well as by tongue-and-groove
panelling on the walls. A built-in nook not only provides 
a relaxing place to sit but more storage for books as well. 
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Happy-Go-Lucky Look 
This child’s bedrooms overlooks the home’s beautiful garden. Each spring, the garden is burgeoning with tulips,
lime-green Euphorbia Humpty Dumpty and gorgeous hydrageas. To tie into one of the garden’s blooms, a Humpty
Dumpty pillow is a fun accent atop the bed. A motif of three-leaf clovers adorns the wall for a refreshing touch. 

Garden Glory
Clean and simple, the master
bedroom pays homage to Butter’s
love of nature in a pared down
way. Keeping the bed linens and
walls pure white allows for colorful
accents to shine. From framed
vintage botanical prints above 
the bed to the green throw pillows
and rose-covered drapes, a bay
window looking out to the garden
illuminates the lively room. 

“My tastes have
definitely evolved,
so the garden has been
a work in progress.”
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Off the Beaten Path
“I have gradually made [the
garden] a more interesting part 
of our living space. You can’t
afford to waste anything in
London,” Butter says. A magnolia
tree shades the terrace each
spring and summer. “It doesn’t
have to be full fanfare … I am
really keen on scent and proper
flowers.” Equally beautiful at night
as during the day, spotlights
illuminate the box cones and
highlight the white foxgloves.

“The lighting adds a
whole other dimension.”
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Birds of a Feather 
The natural hue of old baskets
blends nicely with the sea-green
walls (achieved with paint
diluted with mineral spirits)
in the garden room. This bird
print originally hung in 
a classroom, and has become
faded with time. Homeowner
Liesbeth Keurhorst’s father 
used to keep birds, and today
she treasures his old birdcages,
which she decorates with fake birds. 
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Botanical prints, earthy
elements and colors

taken from the garden
infuse the red Farm
with natural beauty. 

Feather 
Your Nest

Barn Bliss  
the old barn next to the

house seemed like 
the perfect spot for 

a garden room with several
purposes. By downsizing 

the barn, there was enough
room to create a porch. 
old salvaged doors give 

the entrance a cozy look.
“inside, i created a real

botanical atmosphere 
with old rattan furniture,

plants, flowers and my
antique treasures with 

a natural character,”
Liesbeth says.

Written by MirjaM EnzErink
Photographed by PEggy janssEn

Produced by CoCoFEaturEs
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Nature is a recurring theme at The Red Farm, the home of  Liesbeth
and Arie Keurhorst. Here, butterflies and birds are displayed in
every room, fresh flowers fill vases every day and natural objects like
feathers, stones and shells are featured on pedestal vignettes.  

“This is the ancestral home of  my husband, Arie,” Liesbeth says.
“In 1907, his grandfather built the current home, but its history goes
back to 1360. The estate was demolished several times, rebuilt and
rebuilt again.”

Inspired Entryway 
Liesbeth hung a chandelier and a large gilded mirror in the entry hall 
to give the home a more authentic atmosphere. The beautiful tiles are
original to the home, from 1907. Though the original paneling is gone,
Arie brought the space back to life with paint.

At Home with Nature
“My father used to collect butterflies

in those pretty black frames. A lot
of them I inherited, to my joy. 

The collection grew over the years
with my own finds,” Liesbeth says.

“After a walk, my pockets bulge
from chestnuts, pinecones or

beautiful leaves—real treasures! 
I put them in birdcages and pots,

tie them into wreaths or create 
a group of items and turn them 

into a still life.”
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When Old
Meets New

Arie made the living
room’s fireplace, taking

inspiration from a model
from the same time period
as the home. He painted it

glossy black to mimic 
the look of marble.

Liesbeth wanted 
a combination of old and
new pieces in the room:

“There is a weathered,
leather comfy chair, 

but also a new romantic
one with fabric full 

of butterflies and birds,”
she says. 
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Revamped Lamp
Liesbeth found this table at a flea market and displays it 
in the kitchen, where it holds an antique letterbox filled 
with cards. She painted the watercolor artwork herself, 
and even painted the lampshade to tie in with the rest 
of the décor. 

Style Secret
For a cohesive design, Liesbeth says, “repeat a certain
color or a theme in your home. For me, it’s birds,
butterflies and flowers. They reflect on the walls, 
on cushions and tableware. Nice, cheerful and busy—
but because they recur, it’s not overdone.” This corner
of the living room showcases just that: a nature theme.
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Liesbeth and Arie underwent a major renovation in
1975, turning an old bedroom into the living room,
which is now closer to the kitchen. An entertaining room
then became the couple’s new bedroom. “We have a
fondness for old architectural styles, so we gave the house
even more atmosphere by installing high plaster ornamental
ceilings, high baseboards and wooden floors. That fitted
in nicely with the style of  the barn—authentic but not old-
fashioned.” 

Arie, a furniture designer, and Liesbeth did almost all 
of  the repairs themselves, and Arie designed the country-
style kitchen made from wood and stone. “We just 

followed our heart and thought it was pretty consistent with
the authentic style of  the house,” she says. 

The couple’s home reflects their shared passion for the
outdoors. “I love nature, and that is reflected in almost
every room, with butterflies, birds and flowers,” Liesbeth
says. “And thanks to the many windows, I have a view
over the garden everywhere, so the color green is well
represented here. I also like to make contrast that makes
an interior exciting: Tough but romantic, classic yet light.
To achieve this, I play with different styles and structures.”

See SourceS, page 128.
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A Fresh Breath of Air
The old oak floorboards in the living room were
too yellowish upon moving in, so Liesbeth painted
them a shade of taupe. The rug softens the floor,
made from scraps leather. A sturdy antique pay
table now serves as a coffee table, which rests
underneath a classic chandelier. Glass double
doors lead to the front garden.
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Creative Corner
When her kids left the nest, Liesbeth turned one of the
old bedrooms into a painting studio. This space shows
off her love of maps—such as the ones on the small
globes and lampshade. A vintage stamp carousel,
calligraphy supplies, antique spool chair and the view
outside provide inspiration for when creativity strikes. 
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Trending Now 
This cozy spot to sit and read was crafted by Arie, who made the bench in this
old hayloft area. The creative curtain was Liesbeth’s idea, though: She folded 
a piece of lace onto a curtain rod for a unique look. The addition of botanical
prints finishes off the room. “Funny enough, the botanical style is trending right
now. It has been in my house for over 30 years,” she says. 

“I love nature, and
that is reflected in almost

every room …” 
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No-Fuss Kitchen 
Arie designed the kitchen,
which features bluish-gray
cabinetry. The table is also 
of his own design, surrounded
by reproduction Windsor-style
chairs. Liesbeth found the lamp
at a flea market. On the floor
are linoleum tiles, which are
softer, warmer and easier 
to clean than ceramic tiles. 

“Repeat a certain
color or a theme in
your home. For me,

it’s birds, butterflies
and flowers.”
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Never Letting Go 
This old pine cupboard is one piece Liesbeth and Arie will never get rid
of. “I saw it 22 years ago in a furniture shop. I was completely in love,
but had no money. The owner saved it until I could afford it after 
a year,” she says. Today, it’s painted and holds Liesbeth’s collection 
of silver, whiteware, tureens and pitchers.
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Gray Matters
Black and white Toile de Jouy curtains
inspired the bedroom’s look. To add warmth,
Liesbeth painted a small French cupboard
gray. “I had an image in my head of this
cupboard and a painting with the face 
of a girl in matching colors. One day I found
this painting at a flea market, waiting for me. 
I was so happy!” she says. Terrazzo counters
with a porcelain basin tie it all together. 
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Schoolhouse
Rocks 
On the second floor,
Liesbeth decorated one
room with a schoolhouse
theme, displaying 
an antique desk. “I have
been in love with
antique globes since 
I can remember. The old
color tones—the grays,
greens and blues—I find
beautiful,” she says. 
“As a retired kindergarten
teacher, I also collect 
a lot of old school stuff:
ancient instruction
boxes, beautiful ink pots
and posters with cards
with the alphabet.” 

Surrounded
by Beauty

This twin bed in the
guest room is over 80

years old, and is for
when Liesbeth’s

grandson sleeps over.
“I don’t buy things

that don’t fit me—even
though they are 

in fashion. I surround
myself only with stuff

that makes me happy,
that I really like to

look upon, but I
arrange them

differently now than 30
years ago,” she says. 

“I don’t buy
things that
don’t fit me—
even though they
are in fashion.”
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An interior designer’s
picturesque home 
in Mississippi is 
a welcome respite 
from the busy workweek.
Written by MEryl ScHoENBAuM
Photographed by EugENiA uHl
Styled by HAl WilliAMSoN

as a 
Mint 
Julep  

Refreshing 

Reflecting the Region 
Depicting a story that was popular in France
at the time, this painting in the entryway
shows a scene from a Jacques-Henri
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre novel published 
in 1787, interior designer and homeowner
Hal Williamson says. The English carpet
features oak leaves because “Natchez is
literally draped with these old trees and
moss, [so] it was the perfect choice to again
bring the outside into the home.” 
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Parlor Picks
The front parlor is the perfect place for the homeowners and

guests to relax—complete in the aqua shade Hal adores. 
“I found this Federal sofa in Charleston, South Carolina,” 

he says. “I fell in love with the beautiful turquoise silk
damask.” The top of the American antique secretary holds

cloisonné urns he has collected over the years.
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ometimes you need a place to retreat
to that’s not far from home but once
you’re there feels a world away.
When longtime New Orleans,
Louisiana, residents Hal Williamson
and Dr. Dale LeBlanc were looking 
for a second home, they settled 
on Natchez, Mississippi. 

“We needed a place that would be
restful to recharge our souls when life
here was at that time so intense,” Hal
says. “Natchez is a serenely beautiful
place and so special.” 

Not only does Natchez have the
pastoral setting Hal and Dale were
looking for, it boasts some of  the finest
architecture in the region. “We are
great fans of  classical architecture. 
We love the Federal and Greek 
Revival styles,” Hal says. 

In 2005 they purchased a Federal-
style house built circa 1835 and listed
on the National Register of  Historic
Places. The exterior is Greek Revival
style, thanks to a columned portico
added in 1850.

To achieve a décor befitting the
grand architecture, Hal, an interior
designer, was inspired by the natural
beauty surrounding the home. As a result
of  his and Dale’s attention to detail 
of  the historic architecture and the 
region, they have created a home that’s
rich in history, warm in appearance and
sensibility, and as refreshing as a cold
drink on a steamy Southern afternoon.

“The mint julep is a mainstay
throughout the South. It is cool and 
refreshing, and a great way to escape
the hot summer weather,” Hal says.
That description could also apply to
their house near the bluff  overlooking
the Mississippi River that, where they
wash away the workaday dust and
recharge their minds as well as their souls.

SEE SouRcES, paGE 128. 

S

Classically Inclined 
“This type of room can have a little extra richness,” Hal says of the study.
“My favorite thing here is the oil painting over the fireplace. It is 
of an early Louisiana planter standing in his fields at sunset holding 
a cigar in his hand. Rather dashing, don’t you think?” The mahogany
English Georgian desk and chandelier complete the look.  
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Harmonious Mix
The parlor had an unusual shape, so decorating it
presented challenges. Given the angled walls, 
Hal settled on a classical chaise for one side of the
room and an antique spinet piano for the other side.
The piano was restored by a friend and is very
similar to one owned by Thomas Jefferson and is
signed and numbered by the same maker.

“I love the idea of reflecting
[your region] in the home. 

It gives you such a sense of  place.”
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“I have a real
fondness for
the different
colors of the
sea, lakes
and rivers.”
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Whimsical 
Wallpaper 

A stunning panoramic
wallcovering is the focal

point of the dining room.
“The Federal table has

wonderful new-classical
inlays on the apron,” Hal
says. Old Paris porcelain

featuring a beautiful
lavender hue complement

the hydrangeas. The French
Directiore chairs covered in

a striped fabric lend Old
World elegance and an

interesting pattern. 
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Peaceful in Aqua
The canopy bed in the
master bedroom was made
during the Federal period,
with the top and dust ruffle
upholstered in simple aqua
cotton sheets. “The portrait
is of an early Louisiana
plantation owner’s
daughter,” Hal says.
“French Old Paris porcelain
adorns the mantel, filled
with fresh roses from our
garden.” The rocking chair
is a replica, which sits atop
English wool carpeting.
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Dusty Rose
The wall color in this bedroom is from
Benjamin Moore’s Historic Colors palette.
“Those colors have a really special value to
me. They are a little ‘dustier’ palette and
seem to work well in the old homes here,”
Hal says. The urns on the fireplace mantel
are Vieux Paris porcelain and the newly
made reading chair blends in comfortably
with the other antiques.
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An interior designer and her
architect husband welcome you into
their five-acre home, Patina Farm, 

a timeless sanctuary full of antiques. 
Written by Lynnette Woo

Photographed by LisA RomeRein

Rustic 
and
Refined 

“The colors in the landscape helped us
refine our palette and finish selections.”
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Art Imitates Nature
Homeowners Steve and Brooke Giannetti maintained the natural colors of the landscape surrounding Patina
Farm by seamlessly mixing contemporary elements—a galvanized zinc-topped table and linen-covered
armchairs—with rustic ones, like upholstered Gustavian dining chairs, a French 19th-century gilt mirror 
and an antique European giltwood chandelier. Mounted travel sketches and ornament plasters give the wall
dimension and, along with potted topiaries, create an innate connection to the outdoors. 
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Comfort and Class 
The Giannettis camouflaged their television behind wood panels covered with hand-painted wallpaper, unifying the living
room’s colors and providing an elegant focal point beneath their Belgian antique limestone quatrefoil. The vintage leather
chair, along with 18th-century Swedish settee, Belgian-inspired sofa, ottomans and window-seat cushions feel relaxed and
inviting, while “durable vintage wool rugs in taupe, aqua and cream define the space,” Brooke writes.
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A work project introduced interior designer Brooke Giannetti to her
husband, architect Steve Giannetti, to Ojai Valley, California, and
their “lush five-acre piece of  land,” Brooke writes in the book Patina
Farm, which happens to be the name of  the property. In their book,
the Giannettis welcome you inside their home and tell you how its
design and formation took shape.

“With plenty of  room for gardens, assorted animals and an artist’s
studio,” the couple started by “finding inspiration in the natural
beauty ... that would eventually surround our new home,” which
would influence the colors, finishes, materials and antique and mod-
ern elements they chose. “Bringing these pieces together,” she writes,
“would produce an interplay between rustic and refined.” 

They maintained a consistent color palette indoors and out, con-
necting the spaces through wide glass windows and doors looking
outside onto nature and inside incorporating garden elements,
plants and flowers.

For both modern and antique furnishings, they selected relaxed,
natural and durable materials and finishes—linen, leather, sisal—as
well as warm, well-patinaed ones: antique barn beams, French lime-
stone and fixtures in iron, giltwood and brass. Their open floor plan
maximizes natural sunlight, and in the evenings they rely on chande-
liers, wall sconces and table lamps to cast a warm glow.

Steve and Brooke also looked to their family history, past experi-
ences and favorite styles for things that would tell their own story:
Giannetti Studio plasters, items collected in France or Belgium, art-
work and personal collections. They used antique and found pieces
in lieu of  new cabinetry whenever possible, and gravitated towards
Swedish antiques which “have perfect proportions and just the right
amount detailing.” 

In the end, the Giannettis designed Patina Farm as a peaceful and
comfortable place “for things to happen, emotions to be felt and
memories to be made.”

See SourceS, page 129. 

“The artifacts that we 
purchased in Belgium and France 

would solidify the look and feel of  our home.”
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Visuals at Work 
Brooke’s shelves of antique books, alongside her collection of old pocket watches, add texture, patina and visual interest to
her office space and make a warm backdrop for her angelic Flemish panel. Natural linen panels conceal necessary, less
attractive supplies and keep the room uncluttered. Swedish side chairs upholstered with vintage linen and a 19th-century oak
table add rustic details—while keeping things clean and unfussy.
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The Look of a Library
The Giannettis gave their son’s room a “cozy library aesthetic,” with a floor-to-ceiling library wall built from repurposed
scaffolding and interspersed with found objects like globes and industrial cogs; a vintage library ladder, which doubles as 
a casual display piece; and pivoting reading lights in an antique brass finish. They threw in some modern twists with a vintage
industrial desk, midcentury Italian leather chair and Morris hanging lantern.
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Rustic Repose 
“We gave the guesthouse the story of an ‘artist studio,’” writes Brooke of the room with landscapes from local vintage
stores, found treasures and leather books on scaffolding shelves above the kitchenette. Neutral furniture—French
leather club chairs, an oversized maison ottoman, linen slipcovered sofa—and an informal rusty iron chandelier are calm
and casual, while the Moroccan area rug and indigo vintage pillows add softer textures to the space.
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Photographs by
Lisa Romerein
from Patina Farm
by Brooke
Giannetti and
Steve Giannetti,
reprinted by
permission of
Gibbs Smith;
gibbs-smith.com.
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Perfect Coop-eration 
Steve and Brooke thought carefully about how each space 
at Patina Farm would be used, including the potting area,
where they refill the chickens’ watering containers and clean
their food containers. Closets on either side of the
galvanized trough-turned-sink store extra feed, bedding
material and chicken treats as well as a refrigerator for
eggs. Pendant barn lights and Brooke’s collection of vintage
watering cans complete the chicken coop.
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A Daring Design
In this neoclassical home in Dallas, Texas, architect
Richardson Robertson III and interior designer
Beverly Field mixed contemporary and antique
objects for restrained drama. In the formal dining
room, a gilded Georgian English mirror takes center
stage, covered in 18th century Chinese plates from
London—effortlessly blending various colors and
patterns of differing scales.
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Get inspired by the
homes of curious
collectors who share
the secrets to an
artfully composed,
curated gallery wall.

Get inspired by the
homes of curious
collectors who share
the secrets to an
artfully composed,
curated gallery wall.

Mismatched 
Menagerie 

Mismatched 
Menagerie 

Written by Karen Wilhelmsen
Photographed by © susan sully, 
courtesy of The monacelli Press
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Greek Goodness 
In their Greek Revival home in New Orleans, Louisiana, Quinn Peeper and Michael
Harold used a pale terracotta hue on the walls—drawing inspiration from the early
19th century style of Chateau de Malmaison. A Parisian service adds Old World
glamour, while the classical motifs on the painted panels, a Directoire mirror, fluted
columns and gold chandelier pay homage to eras that have long since passed. 
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he most inspiring houses are filled with
pieces that are carefully chosen, personally
meaningful and thoughtfully displayed,” 
author Susan Sully writes in the book 
Past Present: Living with Heirlooms and Antiques. 

From spaces decorated with decades-old
hand-me-down furniture to irreplaceable 
vintage finds bought on a whim, homes decorated
with antiques each display the uniquely curated
style of  their owners.

“[Antiques] are tangible reminders of  people,
places or times that may be distant or gone,
but they are also treasures to be enjoyed 
in the present,” Sully writes.

Fifteen years ago, Sully began collecting
family heirlooms, which have travelled with
her as she’s moved from a traditional home 
in Charleston, South Carolina, to a mid-19th-
century space in New Orleans, Louisiana 
to her 1930s cottage in the Blue Ridge Mountains.
Though each space was distinctly different, not
just in size but also in architectural style, Sully
had to find creative ways to make her beloved
antiques work—in any space. As a result, she
gathered the lessons she learned from colleagues
into a book as the comprehensive “inspirational
guide to living with heirlooms and antiques 
in just about any setting, style or degree 
of  formality.”

Here, we get a glimpse inside the homes 
of  several interior designers, collectors, architects,
preservationists and more, who share their tips
for creating eclectic and original spaces that
echo your personal voice. Just remember
Sully’s words of  wisdom: “There are no rules
about living with [antiques] except to take
what’s old and keep it young by making it 
a part of  daily life.” 

T“

“Curators let things
do the talking,
because they trust

them to speak to the
heart and senses.”
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Southern Comfort
White-painted pine planks create
a blank canvas for a collection
of silhouettes from the Brimfield
antiques show, platters and 
a painting (an estate sale find)
in the Macon, Georgia, home 
of Joe and Evelyn Adams. 
On the ceiling, salvaged wood
from a farmhouse adds 
a Southern, rustic touch, further
enhanced by the surrounding
stoneware, weathered books,
Willowware and a sofa
upholstered in mattress ticking. 
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Curated by Collectors
The white-painted bricks in the home Chris Howard and Carey Pickard’s
Victorian cottage set the stage for a sea of diverse finds on the mantel: 
a vintage Suzani, landscape painting and a portrait of Carey’s mother, 
all flanked by intricately designed gilded sconces. The eclecticism even
migrates its way down, where vases and a floor pillow extend the look.
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It’s All an Illusion 
A good example of taking a theme and running with it in a cohesive color palette, the Tudor-style home
of collectors Stephanie and Bill Reeves showcases an elegant gallery wall. Though the living room is
small, that didn’t stop the pair from creating a “tightly composed arrangement of similar objects” using
large paintings, and pieces like their neoclassical sofa, to make the room appear larger. 
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Past Present: Living with Heirlooms
and Antiques by © Susan Sully, 2016.
Courtesy of The Monacelli Press;
monacellipress.com.

Precious Commodities 
Sticking to a collection of brown and white English transferware,
homeowners Stephanie and Bill Reeves created a stunning yet simple
composition in the kitchen. Displaying their hard-earned, rare William Penn
Treaty series collection gives their pieces the attention they deserve rather
tucking them away in a cabinet. Watercolors by Jeffrey Adler, a mahogany
table, tole samovar lamp and Hepplewhite chair complete the look.

“When imagination,
wit and a strong
dash of  personal
taste are added
into the mix, the
past becomes
present and the
result is vibrant
and inviting.”
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A Piece of Old Paris
Pages 8–21

For more information on John Kelsey and Sally
Wilson of Wilson Kelsey Design, visit
wilsonkelseydesign.com Foyer: Armoire: Wood-
land Furniture, woodlandfurniture.com. Rugs:
Savonile Custom Rug and Valencia Rug by 
Asmara, asmarainc.com. Console table, bench,
mirror and chandelier: Panache Designs,
panachedesigns.com. Fabric on settee: Beacon
Hill, beaconhilldesign.com. Chairs: Parler a Deux
chairs by Karges, karges.com. Tapestry: Landry
& Arcari, landryandarcari.com. Lantern: Minton
Spidell, minton-spidell.com. Living Room: Ital-
ian Armchairs: Quatrain, quatrine.com. Sofa,
round side table and slipper chair: Baker, baker-
furniture.com. Lounge chair fabric: Brunschwig &
Fils, brunschwig.com. Vernet Bergere and demi-
lune table: Lewis Mittman, ef-lm.com. Cocktail
table: Dennis & Leen, dennisandleen.com. Louis
XV Commode: Reproduction by Burton Ching,
burtonching.com. Drapery: Carole Bruce Work-
room, cbworkroom.com. Dining room: Cabinet
pulls and hinges: P.E. Guerin, peguerin.com. 
Library: Leopard rug: Steven King Carpets, 
skcarpets.com. Custom sectional: The Furniture
Guild, thefurnitureguild.com. French Empire
chair: Burton Ching, burtonching.com. Leather
wing chair: Edward Ferrell, ef-lm.com. Cocktail
table and Phillip II side table: Minton Spidell, 
minton-spidell.com. Custom pillows: Miles River
Sewing, milesriversewing.com. Black chest: Las
Palmas Furniture, laspalmasfurniture.com. Roman
shades: Carole Bruce Workroom,
cbworkroom.com. Candlestick lamps: Blanche
Field, blanchefield.com. Lamp with shade: Brun-
schwig & Fils, brunschwig.com. Faux zebra box:
Robert Allen, robertallendesign.com. Leather
footstool: John Rosselli, johnrosselli.com.
Kitchen: Custom sofa: hellerfurniture.com.
Kitchen table: The Sterling Collection, 
sterling-collection.com. Chairs and Gerard stools:
Minton Spidell, minton-spidell.com. Candlehold-
ers: The Furniture Guild, thefurnitureguild.com.

Barstools: Dennis & Leen, dennisandleen.com. 
Custom tile on backsplash: Paris Ceramics,
parisceramicsusa.com.

The White House 
Pages 30–39

For more information on homeowner Sigrid
Kusirek’s online vintage shop, visit 
shabby-landhaus.at. 

Kaleidoscope of Color 
Pages 58–65

Sitting area: Copper lamp: West Elm,
westelm.com. Family room: Sectional: Restoration
Hardware, restorationhardware.com. Copper
lamp: Circa Lighting, circalighting.com. Needle-
point rug: Nola Rugs, nolarugs.com. 
Kitchen: Banquette: Ballard Designs, 
ballarddesigns.com. Round table: Arhaus,
arhaus.com. 

Feather Your Nest 
Pages 92-103

For more information on the Red Farm or to learn
how to pay a visit, check out deroodehoeve.nl. 

Refreshing as a Mint Julep
Pages 104–111

For more information on Hal Williamson of
Williamson Designs Inc., visit 
williamsondesigns.net. All custom window, bed
treatments, chandeliers and lamps: Williamson
Designs, williamsondesigns.net. Fabrics and 
carpeting: Available through the Delk-Morrisson

Showroom (to the trade), delkmorrison.com.
Dining room: Wallcovering: “The Monuments of
Paris” and other styles of panoramic wall cover-
ings and installation available through Williamson
Designs, williamsondesigns.net. Bedroom:
Reproduction Chinese Art Deco by Nola Rugs, 
nolarugs.com. Guest room: Custom bed hand-
painted by Jane Keltner Collection,
williamsondesigns.net. 

Rustic and Refined 
Pages 112–119

Dining room: Table and chairs: Folding Zinc
Table and Kate armchairs from Giannetti Home,
giannettihome.com. Armchair fabric: Rogers and
Goffigon linen, rogersandgoffigon.com. Wall
sconce: Hasselt Wall Sconce from Aidan Gray
Home, aidangrayhome.com. Rug: Jamal’s Rug
Collection, jamrug.com. Living room: Hand-
painted wallpaper: Gracie, graciestudio.com.
Gustavian bench and sofa: Giannetti Home, 
giannettihome.com. Sofa linen: Libeco Belgian
Linen, libecohomestores.com. Sofa and pillows:
Covered in Schumacher Linen, fschumacher.com.
Window-seat cushions: Covered in Claremont
fabrics, claremontfurnishing.com. Sisal rug:
Merida, meridastudio.com. Patterned rug:
Jamal’s Rug Collection, jamrug.com. Work-
space: Swedish side chairs and oak table: Gian-
netti Home, giannettihome.com. Kid’s room:
Sconces and pendant light: Circa Lighting, 
circalighting.com. Guest room: Sofa and club
chair: Giannetti Home, giannettihome.com.
Chandelier: Aidan Gray Home,
aidangrayhome.com. Rug: Jamal’s Rug Collection,
jamrug.com. Chicken coop: Pendant Light: Barn
Light Electric, barnlightelectric.com. Trough sink:
Williams-Sonoma, williams-sonoma.com. Water-
ing cans: Giannetti Home, giannettihome.com.
Kitchen faucet: Danze, danze.com. 
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n elegantly set table is all in the details. From
antique silverware to a curated collection 
of  dishes, each piece acts as a sweet melody
to help orchestrate a harmonious whole.

You’ve probably seen the pretty patterns
of  transferware in various colors at flea
markets and antiques shops. Developed 
in the late 18th century, the process 
for creating it involved transferring a printed
design onto the pieces, making production
much more efficient than the hand-painted
pottery of  the time. Look for  maker’s 
marks from manufacturers like Wedgwood 
and Spode.

If  you’ve found pieces of  transferware 
or a similar type of  antique china, don’t let
their pretty patterns hide in your cabinet
drawers. Use them on a tablescape while
entertaining for special occasions, or let their
designs function as works of  art in your
everyday décor by displaying your pieces 
on a vintage hutch.
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Written by Karen Wilhelmsen
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